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Introduction
We consider the problem of classifying a finite set of alternatives into pre-defined ordered categories based on multiple criteria. This problem is called an ordinal classification or sorting problem. The categories can be defined in terms of boundary profiles, central objects or other norms.
Several different ordinal classification methods exist. Different methods apply different aggregation models. Methods applying an outranking procedure include ELECTRE TRI (Yu 1992) , SMAA-TRI (Tervonen et al. 2009 ), and MC Filtering (Perny 1998) . Utility function based methods include UTADIS (Jacquet-Lagrèze 1995, Zopounidis & Doumpos 1999) and M.H.DIS (Zopounidis & Doumpos 2000) . Methods based on rough sets have been developed e.g. by Greco et al. (2002) , Dembczy ski et al. (2010) . For a review on different classification methods, see Zopounidis & Doumpos (2002) .
In this paper we assume that the categories are defined using boundary profiles as in ELECTRE TRI and SMAA-TRI methods. In this kind of methods classification is based on comparing alternatives against the boundary profiles. We introduce the SMAA ordinal classification (SMAA-OC) method, which is an extension of the Stochastic Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis (SMAA).
SMAA is a family of methods for aiding multicriteria group decision making in problems where both criteria and preference information can be uncertain, imprecise, or partially missing. These methods are based on simultaneous simulation of uncertain criteria and weight information. Several variants of SMAA have been developed earlier. The original SMAA method (Lahdelma et al. 1998 ) considers alternatives' acceptability for the first rank through additive value functions. SMAA-2 Salminen 2001, Tervonen et al. 2009 ) extends the analysis to consider all ranks thereby improving the possibilities of finding good compromise solutions in group decision making problems. SMAA-O (Lahdelma et al. 2003a ) extends SMAA-2 for problems with mixed ordinal and cardinal criteria. SMAA-3 (Lahdelma and Salminen 2002) and SMAA-III are based on pseudocriteria and the outranking procedure similar to ELECTRE III. Ref-SMAA and SMAA-A methods (Lahdelma et al. 2005 , Durbach 2006 , 2009 compare the alternatives by applying Wierzbicki's achievement scalarizing functions. SMAA-TRI is an extension of ELECTRE TRI for handling uncertain information. Different ways to represent dependent uncertain criteria in SMAA methods are presented in Lahdelma et al. (2006 Lahdelma et al. ( , 2009 . The efficient implementation and computational efficiency of SMAA methods have been described in Tervonen and Lahdelma (2007) . For a survey on different SMAA methods, see Tervonen and Figueira (2008) .
The new SMAA-OC method is an ordinal classification method that can handle uncertain, imprecise or partially missing criteria and preference information. The categories are defined by boundary profiles and classification is implemented by comparing the alternatives against the boundaries by means of a utility or value function. Because the method is based on stochastic simulation, it is very easy to incorporate different kinds of preference information to the analysis, or to perform the analysis without preference information.
We demonstrate the new method with a small example.
2.

SMAA-OC ordinal classification method
As in other SMAA methods, we represent the multicriteria decision problem by a matrix x = [x ij ] with m rows for the alternatives and n columns for their criteria measurements. We represent the DMs' preference structure by a utility or value function u(x i ,w) that maps the different alternatives to real values by using a vector w of non-negative weights to quantify DMs' subjective preferences. Technically, there is no restriction on the shape of the utility function, but for simplicity we use here an additive function
Here u j (.) is the partial utility function for criterion j. Traditionally, the partial utility functions are monotonic mappings of the criteria measurements to the interval [0,1] so that the worst possible outcome for the criterion is mapped to 0 and the best outcome gives 1.
For the classification problem we define ordered categories from 1 (worst) to K (best). To separate the categories, we define K-1 boundary profiles as a matrix y = [y kj ]. Profile y k acts simultaneously as the upper boundary for category k and as the lower boundary for category k+1. The profiles must be defined so that the higher profiles dominate the lower profiles, i.e. 
With deterministic values for criteria measurements and weights, classification of alternatives is very simple. First we determine the utilities of the alternatives and boundary profiles. Then we classify each alternative into the category between whose boundaries it falls based on the utilities. By defining two imaginary profiles y K and y 0 with utilities + and -, correspondingly, we can express the category of alternative x i conveniently as
Next we extend this simple ordinal classification method to handle uncertain, imprecise and partly missing criteria and preference information. We represent uncertain or imprecise criteria measurements by stochastic variables x ij with joint density function f X (x). Any kind of independent or joint distributions can be used for flexible modeling of different kinds of uncertainties (Lahdelma et al. 2009 ). We represent DMs' unknown or partially known preferences similarly by a weight distribution with joint density function f W (w) in the feasible weight space W. Total lack of preference information we represent by a uniform (constant) weight distribution in W. The weight space can be defined according to needs, but typically, the weights are non-negative and normalized, i.e., W = {w R n | w 0 and 1
Traditional utility function based ordinal classification methods would treat stochastic data by computing expected utilities of alternatives. In SMAA-OC we compute instead the probabilities for alternatives to get classified into different categories. For each category C k and alternative x i we define the category probability as
The category probabilities indicate, concerning simultaneously the uncertainty in criteria measurements and preferences, the probability of alternative x i being classified in category C k .
Observe that the sum of the category probabilities over all categories is 100%, i.e. each alternative will definitely be classified in some category. The category probabilities can be used to determine if an alternative can be assigned a unique category C k (probability = 100%), or if it is assigned into multiple categories with different nonzero probabilities. When an alternative obtains nonzero probabilities for multiple categories, several alternatives to proceed exist: The DMs may decide that the current information is not accurate enough the reliably assign the alternatives to categories. In this case the solution could be to collect more accurate information on criteria measurements, preferences, or both. Non-unique classification can also be due to categories being too similar in comparison to measurement accuracy. The DMs may accept the result that some alternatives are classified to multiple categories. The DMs may classify alternative based on their category probability distributions.
To classify alternatives based on their category probability distributions, several alternatives exist. If the number of alternatives is large, the DMs may e.g. define various thresholds to do the classification semi-automatically. The DMs could assign an alternative to a category whose probability exceeds some threshold. Possible values for such a threshold could be in the range from 50% to 100%. Conversely, categories with close to zero probabilities could be excluded applying another threshold. The problem with this kind of thresholds is that in some cases they cannot completely resolve the category.
When it is necessary to uniquely classify all alternatives, one approach is to determine the median category. The median category is the first category by which 50% of the probability mass is accumulated, i.e.
Depending on the risk attitude, it is also possible to determine the category by some other fractile than 50%. Cautious DMs may want to apply much smaller fractiles than 50%. The utmost cautious category assignment would be the first category with positive probability.
The multi-dimensional integral (5) can be computed very easily through Monte-Carlo simulation. In the simulation we simply draw simultaneously random numbers for criteria measurements and weights from their corresponding distributions, determine the category for each alternative and collect statistics about the results. About 10000 iterations are enough to provide an accuracy of 1% (at 95% confidence) for the results. A simple technique to consider preference information expressed as any kind of inequality constraints during the simulation is to reject weights that do not satisfy the constraints. For more efficient techniques, see Lahdelma et al. (2003) .
Example
We demonstrate SMAA-OC by using the data from the real-world risk-analysis example by Merad et al. (2004) . The study concentrated on France's Lorraine region, where iron has been mined for more than a century. The underground mining tunnels have caused land subsidence, which has caused buildings to collapse. The objective was to partition the land into zones and assign these zones into prede ned risk categories in order to decide which zones need constant surveillance. The alternatives are to be sorted into four risk categories C1, C2, C3, and C4. Category C1 is the worst category with highest risk and C4 is the best category with lowest risk. The categories are defined by the class boundaries given in Table 2 . We have analyzed the alternatives using the SMAA-OC method with four different kinds of preference information. To consider the measurement uncertainty of the cardinal criteria, each measurement is treated as a stochastic variable following the uniform distribution in the range the uncertainty range around the expected value. The ordinal (qualitative) criteria are treated using the ordinal to cardinal mapping procedure as described earlier.
We have conducted four different analyses with different kinds of preference information:
1. The first analysis is performed without preference information, i.e. the weight are allowed to vary freely in the set of feasible (non-negative normalized) weight following a uniform distribution. 2. The second analysis is performed using ordinal weight information, i.e. inequality constraints have been defined among weights. The ordinal weight information is deduced from the weights applied in the original analysis so that higher weight means greater importance. 3. In the third analysis we have applied the precise weights from the original analysis.
Observe that weights are always specific to a particular aggregation model. Because the original analysis was conducted using the ELECTRE TRI outranking method, we apply the original weights only as an illustrative example, not in order to recreate a realistic analysis. 4. The fourth analysis is performed using a single assignment example as preference information. In this analysis alternative Z2 is assigned to the worst category C1. Table 3 presents the resulting category probability distributions from the four analyses and Figure 1 presents the distributions of alternative Z1 graphically. The last column in Table 3 presents the classification in the original analysis by Merad et al. (2004) . This classification was due to applying the ELECTRE TRI method with the weights and thresholds given in Table 1 . The classes given in parentheses are alternative classes resulting from sensitivity analysis with respect to lambda cutting level, the weighting sets, thresholds and boundary profiles.
In the first analysis we observe that all alternatives receive clearly non-zero category probabilities for multiple categories. For example, depending on the realization of the uncertain criteria measurements and preferences, alternative Z1 can be in any of the categories from C1 to C4 (see Figure 1 ). This means that we cannot reliably classify Z1 based on the current information. If we still must decide a category for Z1, we can do that in different ways. Category C2 could be chosen, because it receives 50% probability. C2 is also the median category for Z1. However, Z1 obtains a considerably high probability, 29% for category C1. A cautious assignment of Z1 would therefore be C1. Overall, the categories based on our analysis without preference information are quite different from the assignment in the original analysis. This is not surprising, because both the preference information and decision models are different. In the second analysis with ordinal preference information all alternatives still obtain non-zero probabilities for multiple categories, but the category probability distributions are now due to more accurate information more focused. All alternatives, except Z9 obtain now over 50% probabilities for some category and four alternatives (Z1, Z3, Z4, Z6) obtain over 90% probability. As we can see in Figure 1 , the distribution of Z1 has changed significantly from the first analysis. Now Z1 receives 92% probability for category C1 and only 8% for C2 (reversal of categories C1 and C2). Also the median category has switched from C2 to C1. Overall, the results are now a little more similar than in the original analysis. However, observe that Z2, which was classified in C1 in the original analysis, is predominantly in category C4 both in this and the previous analysis. In the third analysis we applied as preference information the precise weights given in Table 1 . This kind of preference information is strongest, and it results in most focused distributions. Alternatives Z1, Z3 and Z3 are now in unique categories. Still, the majority of the alternatives are not in unique categories. This is due to substantial uncertainty in the measurements of both ordinal and cardinal criteria. The uncertainty in cardinal criteria is expressed as the uncertainty ranges in Table 1 . Uncertainty in ordinal criteria is due to the missing information about how large and significant the different intervals on the scale are.
In the fourth analysis we have given preference information in form of a single assignment example; we assign Z2 to the worst category C1 were it was classified in the original analysis. Overall, the category distributions are about as focused as in the second analysis. However, the classification is quite different from the previous cases and fairly similar to the classification in the original analysis. Several alternatives have moved towards the worse and others towards better categories. For example, Z1 obtains now 99% probability for category C1 and almost negligible 1% probability for C2.
Observe that Z2 obtains zero probability for category C1 in the second and third analyses. This means that the preference information in form of the assignment example is conflicting with the ordinal and precise preferences. If we try to use conflicting preference information in the analysis, this results in failure to find categories for alternatives. In such cases either the DM must revise their preferences, or the underlying decision model must be changed to be consistent with the expressed preferences.
Conclusions
We have presented SMAA-OC, which is a simple ordinal classification method that can handle different kinds of uncertain, imprecise or partially missing information. The method is based on a utility or value function, boundary profiles to define the categories, and simultaneous simulation of all uncertain parameters. The method can be implemented easily and efficiently. The results show if alternatives can be classified uniquely, or if the data is too uncertain to classify the alternatives precisely. The method can be used iteratively during an analysis process where the accuracy of data is gradually improved.
